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1 3.3.5.2 Requirement 14 G Will the new metadata element be optional or mandatory clarify this in text
if put as a requirement and as it 

says ''shall" then it is mandatory

1 General General G

The writing of requirements looks quite better in the Technical 

Guidelines than in the Implementing Rule. The TG states very 

clearly the requirements a service has to fulfill to be 

considered as an INSPIRE invocable / interoperable / 

harmonised INSPIRE service.

To define requirements in IR, adopt the same way as in the TG. 2 different documents with 2 

different purposes. IR should be 

cleaned

1 General G

SDS is very widely defined. Several services could fall within 

the category. Does this mean that all services operating on 

data with a relation to annex 1-3 should be exposed as 

INSPIRE-services. If this is the case then many existing 

services that are not seen as INSPIRE-services today, should 

be made available throu the INSPIRE infrastructure.

Very important to clarify what the scope of SDS really means
We do not define 'INSPIRE 

services'. Spatial data services 

are to be shared, this IR states 

some conditions related to this

1 1.2 G

Die Festellung, dass es den MS obliegt zu entscheiden, ob die 

SDS harmonisiert werden, wird seitens AT begrüsst und sollte 

in der Textierung der IR entsprechenden Niederschlag finden.

There is currently no obligation to 

harmonise SDS.

1 General G

Positive feedback: The additional terminological clarifications, 

explanations and examples provided in the IR V2 are highly 

appreciated. Thanks!

1 General General G We note many differences, slight or not, between IR and TG.
Please follow Interoperability IR method and extract legal requirement 

from  TG.

Agreed in principle. Requires 

clarifications of requirements and 

better alignment of TGs with IR

1 3.3.5.2 3.3.5.2 G

Requirement 13: “A spatial data service compliant with 

interoperability arrangement shall include ISO metadata with 

the coordinate reference system(s) of the spatial data set(s) 

on which it operates.” The CRS metadata of the dataset is 

already mandated by IRSDSS. Mandating the CRS metadata 

of the SDS means A spatial data service compliant with 

interoperability arrangement shall include ISO metadata with 

the coordinate reference system(s) the spatial data service is 

able to support. 

Change into: " A spatial data service compliant with interoperability 

arrangement shall include ISO metadata about the coordinate 

reference system(s) the spatial data service is able to support."

agreed, also addresses 

comments 100, 167

2 3.3.5.3
3.3.5.3, 3.3.5.4, 3.3.5.5

Requirement 15, 16, 17
G Will the new metadata element be optional or mandatory clarify this in text see comment 1

2  0 Title T

The status of invoke services is inconsistent. In the answer 

given to comments FRA-1 and FRA-10, it it said that "There is 

no INSPIRE invoke service".

However, the title includes "services allowing spatial data 

services to be invoked"; this looks like the definition of "invoke 

service", as given in first paragraph of the scope.

Clarify the status of invoke service. If there is no invoke service in 

INSPIRE, delete all mentions related to it, either directly (invoke 

service) or indirectly (service allowing spatial data services to be 

invoked). If there is Invoke services in INSPIRE, define their 

operations as for Network services.

Agree to clarify better. However, 

to make everything completely 

consistent, it may be necessary 

to change some wording in the 

directive itself. This could be 

proposed for a future revision of 

the directive.

2 3.0 page 14 G

According to chapter 3, SDS is devided into four categories. Is 

it up to the implementor to decide which category the service 

should belong to since there are different requirements relating 

to each category. This is important to know.

Please clarify
Not agreed as only the 

harmonisation is left to the MS 

2 1.6 G
Definition für “computer application” fehlt im Zusammenhang mit der 

Definition der „(4) spatial data services“. Agreed

2 1.2 Second Paragraph E

The former sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 of the first draft IR 

referring to gazetteer and registry services have been 

removed from section 3.4 of the IR V2. A reference to these 

two service types is still included in the executive overview.

Remove the references.

Agreed

2 1.2 2d § E gazeeter and registry services are now out of the IR Delete the paragraph Point taken
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2 3.3.2 3.3.2 G

The sentence below requirement 13 "If appropriate for the 

service one or more supported spatial reference systems 

should be provided." The term spatial reference system should 

be "coordinate reference system".

Change into: "If appropriate for the service one or more supported 

coordinate reference systems should be provided."
Agreed

3 3.4 Requirement 20 G What exactly is meant by "similar" clarify this in text Agreed

3 0 Foreword Last sentence (before Legal Notice) T

The status of invoke services is inconsistent. In the answer 

given to comments FRA-1 and FRA-10, it it said that "There is 

no INSPIRE invoke service".But the foreword mentions the 

drafting of IR for the invoke service.

Clarify the status of invoke service. If there is no invoke service in 

INSPIRE, delete all mentions related to it, either directly (invoke 

service) or indirectly (service allowing spatial data services to be 

invoked). If there is Invoke services in INSPIRE, define their 

operations as for Network services.

Agree to clarify better. However, 

to make everything completely 

consistent, it may be necessary 

to change some wording in the 

directive itself. This could be 

proposed for a future revision of 

the directive.

3 1.8 page 10 G

The requirements applies to IR for SDS even though there are 

similarities to other IR requirements defined in IR NS. It is 

unfortunate to have dependencies to requirements in IR NS 

since they change independently. Also many IR requirements 

in IR SDS is not defined in IR NS. E.g IR requrement 2 in IR 

SDS (additional metadata).

Will the IR for Spatial data services and services allowing spatial data 

services to be invoked be an ammendment to IR NS or IR 

Interoperability
This decision is outside the scope 

of this draft IR and will be decided 

elsewhere

3 3.0 T
Es soll in den IR klargestellt werden, ob grundsätzlich mit SDS 

immer ein INSPIRE SDS gemeint ist.

Formulierung wird vorgeschlagen: "… to become an INSPIRE 

relevant SDS …"

im weiteren Verlauf des Dokumentes soll immer der Begriff "INSPIRE 

SDS" verwendet werden, und nicht nur "SDS"

Agree in principle.

3 1.5 Third and fifth paragraph E

The sections on gazetteer and registry services have been 

removed from the IR V2. Thus, there is no need any more to 

list the ISO standards relevant for these service types (19112, 

19135) in the normative references section.

Remove the standards.

Agreed

3 1.2 Last paragraph T

This paragraph seems to provide a definition of "invoke 

service" with 2 drawbacks:

- according to answer to comments FRA-1 and FRA-10, there 

is no INSPIRE invoke service

- from the definition, an invoke service looks like (more or less) 

a discovery service  . 

Make very clear if there are or no invoke services in INSPIRE and, if 

yes, give clear definition and, if possible, examples.

Agree to clarify better. However, 

to make everything completely 

consistent, it may be necessary 

to change some wording in the 

directive itself. This could be 

proposed for a future revision of 

the directive.

4 1.0 First paragraph T

The status of invoke services is inconsistent. In the answer 

given to comments FRA-1 and FRA-10, it it said that "There is 

no INSPIRE invoke service".But the scope  mentions the IR 

for the service allowing spatial data services to be invoked - 

the invoke service.

Clarify the status of invoke service. If there is no invoke service in 

INSPIRE, delete all mentions related to it, either directly (invoke 

service) or indirectly (service allowing spatial data services to be 

invoked). If there is Invoke services in INSPIRE, define their 

operations as for Network services.

Agree to clarify better. However, 

to make everything completely 

consistent, it may be necessary 

to change some wording in the 

directive itself. This could be 

proposed for a future revision of 

the directive.

4 1.8 page 10 G

The requirements applies to IR for SDS even though there are 

similarities to other IR requirements defined in IR NS. It is 

unfortunate to have dependencies to requirements in IR NS 

since they change independently. Also many IR requirements 

in IR SDS is not defined in IR NS. E.g IR requrement 2 in IR 

SDS (additional metadata).

The definition of IR requirement should be changed. The concept of 

SDS requirement should be removed
The text in 1.8 can be misleading 

and will be rephrased

4 3.1 3.1.(II) G

Frage: Ist es gewünscht, dass jeder Dritte der über Artikel 12 

spatial data services meldet insgesamt INSPIRE pflichtig 

wird? 

out of scope: refers to the 

Directive. The SDS IR does not 

introduce any deviations to the 

Directive

4 1.6 List items No. 6, 7, 8 E

The sections on gazetteer and registry services have been 

removed from the IR V2. Thus, the definitions relating to those 

service types can be removed as well.

Remove the items.
Agreed
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4 1.3 paragraph 2 E

"and their

application programming interfaces (API) in the associated 

technical guidelines" => The term "API" is never used in the 

three TG for implementing Network services (at least version 3 

for Discovery, View and Download)

"and their implementation requirements concerning the INSPIRE 

profiles in the associated Technical Guidance."

Point Taken

5 1.1 first bullet T

This sentence says "metadata for all existing spatial data 

services must be created with the attributes and

constraints listed in [2]". But clause 2 do not present metadata 

elements.

maybe this reference is for clause B.5.2? Or this is the reference of 

the article within the INSPIRE Directive? This is not really clear. In a 

general way, it would be nice to have hyperlinks. Agreed

5 3.0 page 15 G

At which category-level should the dataset be harmonized. Is it 

on level 3 or 4?

 If data is harmonized on level 3, what is harmonized on level 

4? 

IR requirement 20 requires any harmonized SDS to follow 

interoperability arrangements, is this not the case already on 

level 3? The statement in chapter 3 level 3, "spatial data 

services being compliant with Interoperability arrangements". 

Please clarify

The dataset shall be harmonized 

at category-level 3 as outlined in 

paragraph 3.3.1 Requirement 8. 

Category level 4 is about 

harmonisation of SDS that indeed 

includes harmonised datasets. 

Requirement 20 indeed says that 

Harmonised SDS  inherit all 

requirements as defined for SDS 

at the interoperable level. 

5 3.2 The service is invocable. T

Frage: Es soll eine Klarstellung betreffend … invocable … 

getroffen werden. 

Hinweis AT: In der derzeitigen Form des Dokuments gibt es 

keine Verpflichtung Services invocable zu machen, zumindest 

nicht aus der Definition der invocable Services.

Aufnahme einer tabellarischen Aufstellung zur Definition von Punkt 3. 

2. Dabei sollen die Begriffe: 

- invocable services, 

- inspire-relevante SDS und 

- sonstige SDS jeweils mit  

Definitionen, Kriterien, technische Merkmalen, Auswirkungen usw. 

eindeutig für die 4 Dienstekategorien, die unter Pkt. 3, Fig. 3, 

angeführt bzw. dargestellt sind,  beschrieben werden

This is true. We enforce only 

interoperability arrangements 

level (req 18 and 19), but do not 

require invocability, so it is up to 

member states to decide?

5 1.0 1 and 2 whole chapters G sorry, but it´s all written in poor English! put it all to readable sentences. Accepted in principle

5 1.3 Last paragraph E
Why the 2 Slovak -Elevation based services in the executive 

summary and not in annex C as other examples?

Possibly, move all examples to annex C and just reference annex C  

in 1.3. Point Taken

6 1.2 2nd paragrph E

The paragraph mentions the gazetteer and the registry 

service, that have been abandoned for the version 2 of draft 

IR.

Update executive summary to take into account decisions taken for v2 

of draft IR. Agreed

6 1.2 page 6 G

Invoke and invocable?

Are there any diffrences between them? The terms are 

sometimes used synonymously and sometimes as separate 

definitions. It is also unclear whether invoke-services should 

be kept as a definition. "Invoke service is a service" (1.2, last 

chapter) and "thus a invoke service itself does not exist" (2, 

last chapter)

The term invoke is confusing.The term Invoke service should be 

removed from the documents since this could be mislead to believe 

this is a service by itself.

invoke is the verb, invocable is 

the adjective, invocation is the 

noun. Invoke service is a concept 

from the INSPIRE directive, it is 

therefore outside our scope to 

delete it should, however, be 

clearly defined here.

6 3.2.1 Providing these …. G

Wenn eine zentrale Dokumentation (Registry), Definitionen, 

Spezifikationen für invocable SDS benötigt wird, dann nimmt 

AT an, dass dieser Dienst von der EK in geeigneter Weise 

betrieben wird

Klarstellung

Agreed

6 1.2 8 E
wrong grammar, either "a so-called service" or "so-called 

services" (plural form)
It also... rule that a so-called invoke service is not used... Agreed

6 1.4 E

reference to implementing rules are too vague; Moreover the 

interoperability implementing rules is the same regulation for 

data sets and services, it is stange to have 2 bullets for the 

same doc.

refer to the exact title of the Commission regulations and uses 

abbreviations as in TG. Harmonise all the ref to INSPIRE Regulations 

throughout the whole document. Point Taken
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7 1.2 Last paragraph T

This paragraph seems to provide a definition of "invoke 

service" with 2 drawbacks:

- according to answer to comments FRA-1 and FRA-10, there 

is no INSPIRE invoke service

- from the definition, an invoke service looks like (more or less) 

a discovery service  . 

Make very clear if there are or no invoke services in INSPIRE and, if 

yes, give clear definition and, if possible, examples.

Agree to clarify better. However, 

to make everything completely 

consistent, it may be necessary 

to change some wording in the 

directive itself. This could be 

proposed for a future revision of 

the directive.

7 3.0 page 14 E

In chapter 3 there is a requirement for all SDS to be invocable, 

if this is the case what is the meaning with the discoverable 

category since all services should be invocable. There seems 

to be a contradiction between recommendation 1 on page 18 

and number 2 at page 14 (the service is invocable)

Clarify and possibly change page 14 number 2 from invocable to 

discoverable.

The invocability goes further than 

the general definition of spatial 

data services as defined in the 

INSPIRE Directive by requiring 

the services to be invocable on 

the Internet (MM)

7 3.2.2 T

Die service Kategorien wie im vorliegenden Dokument beschrieben 

sollten bei der Definition SDS bei den Metadaten ergänzt werden und 

über einen Thesaurus zugänglich gemacht werden. 

Seitens der EK soll definiert werden, ob bei dem im Punkt 3.2.2.2 

Unterpunkt a die service Kategorien aus der SDS IR oder die in der 

Metadaten Verordnung unter Punkt 4 classification of SDS 

angeführten Klassen gemeint sind. 

To be discussed. Verify the list of 

metadata elements with MD IR 

document

7 1.3 3 E
This example does not show anything about the topic "invoke" 

it justs makes the IR more bulky.

delete: The following list contains... "Elevation" spatial data 

theme.</delete>

write: "Examples for spatial data services are provided in Annex C." Point Taken

7 1.6 E Order of definitions looks anarchic Might be better to use alphabetical order. Agreed

8 1.3 paragraph 2 E

"and their

application programming interfaces (API) in the associated 

technical guidelines" => The term "API" is never used in the 

three TG for implementing Network services (at least version 3 

for Discovery, View and Download)

"and their implementation requirements concerning the INSPIRE 

profiles in the associated Technical Guidance."

Point Taken

8 3.2.1 page 18 G

Which requirements/expectations are there regarding 

registries? Should each member state have their own registry 

or should it be kept on an european level. What should the 

registry contain, schemas, codelists or other

Clarify. In the INSPIRE-documentation in general there are many 

references to registries. There are no specifications regarding 

registries. Such specifications are needed. Point taken

8 3.3 t

AT geht davon aus, dass Behörden für den Betrieb der SDS 

keine externe Dienstleister bzw. Sondervertragsregelungen für 

das Personal einsetzen müssen, weil dies die nationalen 

Ressourcen bei weitem überfordern würde. Weiteres geht AT 

davon aus, dass der Bezugszeitraum entsprechend der 

technical guidance Netzdienste mindestens 1 Jahr beträgt.

Vor dem Hintergund der geforderten Verfügbarkeit ist die Klarstellung 

betreffend Verfügbarkeit, ob die betreuten Betriebszeiten bei 

Behörden in den Metadaten berücksichtigt werden können, 

erforderlich. Damit soll für Nutzer, Kunden eine transparente 

Darstellung betreffend die Betriebszeit erfolgen.

Die nicht-betreuten Betriebszeiten sollen ebenso wie die planned 

downtime nicht in die Berechnung der Verfügbarkeit eingehen.

This is more a general statement 

concerning the QoS of INSPIRE 

Services, not in particular 

applicable to SDS only. 

8 1.4 1 E
strange word ("to be produced"), more usual is "to be made"

Please keep it simple.

The INSPIRE directive requires Implementiing Rules (IR) to be made 

for the... Point Taken

8 1.6 def 4 E not formalized as a definition delete "means the"
Not Agreed. Definition coming 

from the INSPIRE Directive

9 1.3 Last paragraph E
Why the 2 Slovak -Elevation based services in the executive 

summary and not in annex C as other examples?

Possibly, move all examples to annex C and just reference annex C  

in 1.3. Point Taken

9 1.2 page 6 E
Reference to Gazetteer and Registry-service in chapter 3.4 is 

wrong
Remove the reference Agreed

9 3.3.5.2 Requirement 14+15+16 t
Sind die 3 neuen MD Elemente auch für die Netzdienste 

verpflichtend?

Hinweis: Wenn die MD Elemente für die QoS berücksichtigt werden 

sollen, geht AT davon aus, dass von Seiten der EK die Metadaten VO 

ergänzt wird.

this is  a general comment
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9 1.6 (8) E
fill in missing blank behind (8) and use always new lines for an 

example (e.g. number 7)

(8) location

2003] EXAMPLE Agreed

9 1.6 definition (6) gazetteer E

as gazetteer has been removed from this version of the 

document, there is no need to provide definition for this 

element.

delete this definition
Agreed

10 1.4 E

reference to implementing rules are too vague; Moreover the 

interoperability implementing rules is the same regulation for 

data sets and services, it is stange to have 2 bullets for the 

same doc.

refer to the exact title of the Commission regulations and uses 

abbreviations as in TG. Harmonise all the ref to INSPIRE Regulations 

throughout the whole document. Point taken

10 1.5 page 8 G
"ISO/DIS 19115-1" is a draft currently not used in INSPIRE. Is 

the reference to this draft made on purpose? 
Please clarify

This reference can be deleted. It 

is not used elsewhere in the 

document - may be relevant in 

the TG, however

10 3.4 requirement 20 T

Hinweis: Wenn die MD Elemente für QS berücksichtigt 

werden sollen, dann geht AT davon aus, dass die Metadaten 

Verordnung entsprechend ergänzt wird.

Die in der executive overview getroffene Festellung, dass es den MS 

obliegt zu entscheiden, ob die SDS harmonisiert werden, wird seitens 

AT begrüsst und sollte in der Textierung der IR entsprechenden 

Niederschlag finden.

Agreed in principle (revision of 

MD Regulation)

10 1.7 E abbreviation SDS is missing in the list SDS spatial data set Point taken

10 1.7 E Order of acronyms looks anarchic Might be better to use alphabetical order. Agreed

11 1.5 ISO 19115 reference T

There are several issues raised by the utilisation of the new 

version of ISO 19115 : first, all the other INSPIRE documents 

are based on the old version : so it will introduce 

incompatibilites with the INSPIRE Technical guidance for 

metadata for example. Second issue : the new version of ISO 

19115 is not compatible with ISO 19119:2005 (since service 

metadata have been moved from 19119 to 19115 in the 19115 

revision). Third issue : the implementation schema of ISo 

19115-1 is not yet defined.

As in TG, reference the old ISO 19115:2003 (and corrigendum) + ISO 

19119 corrigendum This reference can be deleted. It 

is not used elsewhere in the 

document - may be relevant in 

the TG, however

11 2.0 page 11 T

“This document deals with what metadata regulation defines 

as other services” Does this mean that all SDS that are not a 

network service shall have the service type metadata element 

set to other? 

If no, clarify this statement. If yes, it does not confirm with the 

corresponding section in TG (4.2.1 Table 4 and example in annex B).  
Point taken

11 1.7 E abbreviation NS is missing in the list NS Network Services Agreed

11 1.8 E

The use of SDS Requirement is far from obvious and 

increases the complexity of the draft IR.

There is only one SDS requirement (network services being 

sub-set of invocable services), that looks more like a property / 

a theorem than like a requirement for MS.requirement.

Delete SDS Requirement. Not Agreed . As indicated in 

section 1.8 SDS requirement are 

not for the IR but for the TG

12 1.6 E Order of definitions looks anarchic Might be better to use alphabetical order. Agreed

12 3.0 page 15 (Picture) G
In earlier versions of the document there where requirements 

on gazetteer and registry-services. What happend?
Please clarify

Gazetteer and registry-services 

were first considered as 

harmonised SDS that would offer 

added value to the INSPIRE 

network. However, in a previous 

comment resolution there was no 

commitment for additional SDS 

being defined at the member 

states.    

12 1.8 1st E fill in missing words for proper use of "to make" In order to make it easier... Agreed in principle

12 2.0 last paragraph on page 11 T

"The spatial data service types discovery, view, download, 

transformation and invoke are dealt with in the network 

services implementing rule".

Is there really an IR about invoke services? 

Clarify the status of IR about invoke service. 

Point taken
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13 1.6 def 4 E not formalized as a definition delete "means the"
Not Agreed. Definition coming 

from the INSPIRE Directive

13 3.3.1 page 24 General

IR requirement 8. Does this mean that there should be no 

interoperable services working on non harmonized data. Is the 

requirement correctly understood?

Please clarify It can make sense, but it is not a 

requirement.

13 2.0 3 E

It is not possible to understand the 2nd sentence. What do you 

mean by "This document deals with...that are not Network 

Services"?.

Problably this: 

This document is about the definition of "other services" as concerned 

in CR (EU) 1205/2008. Other services are defined as services not 

being network services. Agreed in principle

13 2.0 p 12 T

The description of transformation services talks only about 

format and transformation. What about CRS transformations, 

that are quite common?

If CRS transformations are included in transformation services (as it 

looks logical), mention them. Agreed

14 1.6 definition (6) gazetteer E

as gazetteer has been removed from this version of the 

document, there is no need to provide definition for this 

element.

delete this definition
Agreed

14 3.3.5.2 page 26 T

Unclear what is meant by “a new metadata element”.  IR talks 

about supported coordinate systems which is not the same as 

the coordinate systems of the spatial data sets on which it 

operates. The corresponding section of the TG talks about the 

coordinate systems of the spatial data sets on which it 

operates . Is metadata to be provided by the catalogue or by 

the metadata of the service itself?

element 

This new metadata element shall 

mention the coordinate reference 

systems as being supported by 

the service - and correct: a 

consolidation of the TG seems 

required. The element shall be 

available via a catalogue 

(discovery) and the service 

(handshake)..

14 2.0 4 E wrong usage of words in the sentence

"Transformation: ... The decision to make transformation services 

available as Network Services is left to each Member State <delete> 

to decide.</delete> Agreed in principle

14 2.0 last sentence on p 12 T

It is very confusing to have 2 different definitions of invoke 

services (one in the Directive and one in metadata IR)  + 

answer to comments FRA-1 and FRA-10 saying that there is 

no INSPIRE invoke service at all.

Make a short paragraph in the introduction to state clearly what is the 

status of invoke service, according to DT NS  set of documents.
Point taken

15 1.7 E Order of acronyms looks anarchic Might be better to use alphabetical order. Agreed

15 3.4 page 27 E

It is unclear what "these harmonized services" relates to. Is it 

an editorial error from an earlier version of the document 

(registry and gazetteer-service) or does it relate to 

"harmonized services in general"?

Please clarify or remove

Point taken (MM)

15 2.0 4 T

"It is also importan to stress the difference between a ..."

If this was true, the German translation of the EC regulation 

1205/2008 has to be changed, because in German there is no 

diffence between these! In English you have an invoke service 

and an invokable service (active / passive). In the German 

version this diffence is missing in the law.

Change CR 1205/2008 - German version

Agreed in Principle

15 2.0 page 12 T

"“Invoke”: taking into account the potentially wide diversity of 

interfaces and protocols,

invocable services are services that allow access to sufficient 

service metadata to

enable the activation or execution of the spatial data service, 

thus a invoke service

itself does not exist." => It is possible to provide Invoke service 

using WPS standard, it is not easy to understand why this 

concept of "Invoke services" is substituted by "invocable 

services".  

Make sure that Invoke services are explained like Network services 

with operations (for example Get Invoke Service Metadata, Describe 

Services Chain, Execute Chain, Link Invoke Service) in one regulation 

and their implementation requirements based on ISO/OGC (why not 

WPS ?).

invoke service does not exist as 

an specific service so it is not 

described like the other network 

services
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16 1.8 E

The use of SDS Requirement is far from obvious and 

increases the complexity of the draft IR.

There is only one SDS requirement (network services being 

sub-set of invocable services), that looks more like a property / 

a theorem than like a requirement for MS.requirement.

Delete SDS Requirement. Not Agreed . As indicated in 

section 1.8 SDS requirement are 

not for the IR but for the TG

16 3.0 3 E

wrong grammar or wrong word; at least I do not get the 

meaning. The wrong word used is "than". So it is not clear, 

what the thing about this sentence is.

Given as network services, they obviously operate on spatial data 

sets. They can be considered as a special sublass of spatial data 

services (see figure 2). Agree in principle

16 3.0 p 14 First paragraph E

"The service is maintained by  or on behalf of any of the 

following:

(i) a public authority, having been produced or received …"

The sentence looks confusing.

Replace by "The service is maintained by  or on behalf of any of the 

following:

(i) a public authority, the service having been produced or received 

…"
Agreed in principle

17 2.0 last paragraph on page 11 T

"The spatial data service types discovery, view, download, 

transformation and invoke are dealt with in the network 

services implementing rule".

Is there really an IR about invoke services? 

Clarify the status of IR about invoke service. 

Point Taken

17 3.0 paragraph after Figure 2 E typo: "Does" Consequently this implementing Rule does not impose... Agreed

17 3.0 T

The draft IR makes difference between 4 types of spatial data 

services (discoverable, invocable, compliant with 

interoprability arrangements, compliant with harmonisation 

requirements) but without defining them as soon as expected 

in the document.

Provide a definition of each type of service under the point 1.6 Terms 

and definition
See comment 25

18 2.0 p 12 T

The description of transformation services talks only about 

format and transformation. What about CRS transformations, 

that are quite common?

If CRS transformations are included in transformation services (as it 

looks logical), mention them. Agreed

18 3.2.4 IR Requirement 5 T wrong annex of CR 1205/2008 given
The specification metadata element ... In 7.1 of Part B of the Annex 

of... Point taken

18 3.0 SDS requirement 1 E
SDS Requirement 1 is a set of properties but not a 

requirement for MS.
Keep text but do not define it as a requirement.

Agree in principle as this is a 

requirement for the TG

19 2.1 last sentence on p 12 T

It is very confusing to have 2 different definitions of invoke 

services (one in the Directive and one in metadata IR)  + 

answer to comments FRA-1 and FRA-10 saying that there is 

no INSPIRE invoke service at all.

Make a short paragraph in the introduction to state clearly what is the 

status of invoke service, according to DT NS  set of documents.
Point taken

19 3.3 2 T wrong figure mentioned Two components X and Y (see figure 6) can interoperate... Ok

19 3.0 IR requirement 1 E It does not look like a requirement.
Possibly, replace by "The spatial data services that relate to … 

metadata, shall comply with the implementing rule" Agree in principle

20 2.1 page 12 T

"“Invoke”: taking into account the potentially wide diversity of 

interfaces and protocols,

invocable services are services that allow access to sufficient 

service metadata to

enable the activation or execution of the spatial data service, 

thus a invoke service

itself does not exist." => It is possible to provide Invoke service 

using WPS standard, it is not easy to understand why this 

concept of "Invoke services" is substituted by "invocable 

services".  

Make sure that Invoke services are explained like Network services 

with operations (for example Get Invoke Service Metadata, Describe 

Services Chain, Execute Chain, Link Invoke Service) in one regulation 

and their implementation requirements based on ISO/OGC (why not 

WPS ?).

invoke service does not exist as 

an specific service so it is not 

described like the other network 

services

20 3.3 4 E typo: "Annex i-III" "In this context (INSPIRE... relating to Annex I-III), ... OK

20 3.0
p16, end of first § after IR and 

followinf paragraph
E duplicated sentence delete the last sentance of first § after IR req1. Agreed
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21 3.0 p 14 First paragraph E

"The service is maintained by  or on behalf of any of the 

following:

(i) a public authority, having been produced or received …"

The sentence looks confusing.

Replace by "The service is maintained by  or on behalf of any of the 

following:

(i) a public authority, the service having been produced or received 

…"
Agreed in Principle

21 3.3.1 IR Requirement 8 T

is it true that Requirements for interoperability arrangements 

are only mandatory for spatial data services operating upon 

harmonised data?

Yes
No Action

21 3.0

p 16, description of spatial data 

services compliant with 

interoperability arrangements

E

"spatial data services compliant with interoperability 

arrangements are services being discoverable, invocable and 

follow specific requirements … has been laid down in …."

The sentence does not look grammatically correct. 

Replace by "spatial data services compliant with interoperability 

arrangements are services being discoverable, invocable and 

following specific requirements … as been laid down in …."

Agree in principle

22 3.0 T

The draft IR makes difference between 4 types of spatial data 

services (discoverable, invocable, compliant with 

interoprability arrangements, compliant with harmonisation 

requirements) but without defining them.

The differences between compliant with interoperability 

arrangements / compliant with harmonisation requirements 

look rather weak and arbitrary. Is it really worth to keep both 

categories?

Provide a definition of each type of service, at beginning of chapter 3 

or in 1.6 (terms and definitions). Possibly, delete last category 

(compliant with harmonisation requirements).

definition is in the 

characterisation of each SDS 

types. New document will reflect 

better the differences between 

the different levels

22 3.3.5.3 IR Requirement 15 T

A new metadata element giving the percentage of time the 

service being available is no benefit to the user. Apart from 

that the target of availabiltiy of 99% is given clearly in 

INSPIRE. More useful to the user is to say something about 

active service hours for the service and how to get to know 

about planned service maintenance. This also corresponds to 

the existing mechanism in e.g. the OGC-Service 

GetCapabilities-documents according to OGC Web Services 

Common Standard (hoursOfService, contactInstructions).

The service has to be available 99% of the time running. The new 

availability-metadata describes the service hours of the service and 

informs the user about planned service maintenance (gives contact 

instructions).

no duplication anymore as IR 

Requirement 11 moved to 

harmonization section. 

Clarification required regarding 

information to be reported in 

terms of availability and 

performances of the service (not 

for network services)

22 3.0 IR Requirement 2 T
This requirement seems to apply to discovery services and not 

to the spatial data services.

This may be required only if no extensions to ISO standards are 

defined, since Discovery service are basically CSW services, based 

on ISO 19115/19 Application Profile. In particular, a standard way to 

provide QoS metadata has to be proposed (and not to use resource 

locator which is not designed to be used for that).

See comment 30

23 3.0 SDS requirement 1 E
SDS Requirement 1 is a set of properties but not a 

requirement for MS.
Keep text but do not define it as a requirement.

Not agreed, the SDS requirement 

are requirements for the technical 

guideline

23 3.3.5.4 whole chapter G

It is no benefit to the machine, nor to the user to read about 

this information. Most relevant is the time until a requesting 

server should stop its request or until a requesting server 

should stop waiting for a response. As far as we know, there 

are still many questions about measuring these periods of 

time. Perhaps a simple checkbox "fullfills the Q&S of 

INSPIRE" will do.

Delete the Chapter 3.3.5.4 or reduce it to the minimum saying 

something about timeouts for the corresponding server or client. It is 

an internal business of the data provider to give figures like this. It only 

is important to show up that the server fullfills the requirements of 

quality and service given by the INSPIRE regulations.

partly disagreed, however the 

content of this metadata may 

require more detailed 

specifications, 

23 3.0 IR Requirement 2 T
this requirement is not exactly the same than the 

corresponding requirement in the TG
harmonise both docs See comment 31

24 3.0 IR requirement 1 E It does not look like a requirement.
Possibly, replace by "The spatial data services that relate to … 

metadata, shall comply with the implementing rule" Agreed
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24 3.3.5.5 whole chapter G

Again this is not helpful for a user. If an unknown user "bombs" 

a server with requests, his IP will be blocked instantly. So in 

the real world, one server has to be able to deal with a lot of 

requests from many clients. This number is not helpful for the 

machine, either the user, because the client cannot see how 

many unknown others address to the server while he does, 

too.

Delete the Chapter 3.3.5.5 with the Requirement IR for it has no 

practical use for the outside world. In some cases figures like this 

might get people thinking about customer relationships for services 

sold to users. It is not the business of INSPIRE to get to know about 

the number of assumed customers of any data holder. Making these 

figures available to anybody makes the INSPIRE servers a "nice and 

easy" target for hacking via a denial of service attack for anybody can 

count it out.

IR Requirement 11 and chapter 

3.3.4 (second paragraph) to be 

moved to the "harmonized" 

services section

24 3.1 Recommendation 1 T

The writing of recomendation is curious:

- it uses "shall" instead of "should"

- it is not really a recommendation to MS

State more clearly that all spatial data services shall be discoverable 

(i.e documented by metadata as defined in the IR on MD) and that, 

they may, in addition claim to be conformant to the rules on invocable 

/ interoperable / harmonised services.

See comment 32. 

25 3.0
p16, end of first § after IR and 

followinf paragraph
E duplicated sentence delete the last sentance of first § after IR req1. Agreed

25 3.3.6 whole chapter E
In this chapter only the Requirements  are given, but any 

narration is missing.

Please fill in the necessary sentences in order to describe the 

important facts. Do not use "MS" in the title, but write the term 

"member states". It is easier to understand this way. Point taken

25 3.2.1 p 18 and 19 E
Numbering of bullets for the set of conditions is not the same 

on page 18 (1 to 6 with 5-a and 5-b) and in page 19 (1 to 7)
Use same numbering of bullets in both pages. Agreed

26 3.0

p 16, description of spatial data 

services compliant with 

interoperability arrangements

E

"spatial data services compliant with interoperability 

arrangements are services being discoverable, invocable and 

follow specific requirements … has been laid down in …."

The sentence does not look grammatically correct. 

Replace by "spatial data services compliant with interoperability 

arrangements are services being discoverable, invocable and 

following specific requirements … as been laid down in …."

Agreed in principle

26 3.4 from 1st paragraph T

It is not quite clear to us, what harmonised spatial data 

services are. Are they services which are not based on 

common standards like OGC and ISO? Are they kind of "self-

defined" services? But those "self-defined" services present 

data which is conformant to the data specifications, don´t they.

Please give an example.

No further harmonized services 

are proposed

26 3.2.1 p18, first item of the enumeration T The MD IR does not use the word "discoverable"

you could say here : "the spatial data service is discoverable, i.e 

documented by metadata as defined in the MD IR (see also same 

comment in TG) Point taken

27 3.0 IR Requirement 2 T
This requirement seems to apply to discovery services and not 

to the spatial data services.

What would be the consequences for regulation (CE) 976/2009 about 

discovery service? An update of this regulation may be required only if 

no extensions to ISO standards are defined, since Discovery service 

are basically CSW services, based on ISO 19115/19 Application 

Profile. In particular, a standard way to provide QoS metadata has to 

be proposed (and not to use resource locator which is not meant to be 

used for that).

Agreed depending of the scenario 

chosen for getting metadata

27 3.3.5.3 Requirement 15 E

The requirement of a "new"metadata element for the 

documentation of availability is to strong, especially as the 

implementation details in the TG are very vague and are not 

compliant with ISO.

Change to "The availability of the Spatial Data Service shall be 

documented in the service metadata." Point taken the TG will be 

updated according to ISO

27 3.2.1 p18, third item of the enumeration E
here you refer to "EC Regulation 1205/2008" and in the other 

bullet, you refer to MD IR. Both are the same document.

Please use an harmonised reference to describe Metadata 

Implementing Rules (see same comment in TG). Check in the whole 

doc Agreed

28 3.0 IR Requirement 2 T
this requirement is not exactly the same than the 

corresponding requirement in the TG
harmonise both docs Agreed

28 3.3.5.4 Requirement 16 E

The requirement of a "new"metadata element for the 

documentation of performance is to strong, especially as the 

implementation details in the TG are very vague and are not 

compliant with ISO.

Change to "The performance of the Spatial Data Service shall be 

documented in the service metadata." Disagree, the TG will be updated 

accordingly
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28 3.2.1 p18, 4th item of the enumeration E
here you refer to "EC Regulation 1205/2008" and in the other 

bullet, you refer to MD IR. Both are the same document.

Please use an harmonised reference to describe Metadata 

Implementing Rules (see same comment in TG). Check in the whole 

doc. Agreed

29 3.1 Recommendation 1 T

The writing of recomendation is curious:

- it uses "shall" instead of "should"

- it is not really a recommendation to MS

State more clearly that all spatial data services shall be discoverable 

(i.e documented by metadata as defined in the IR on MD) and that, 

they may, in addition claim to be conformant to the rules on invocable 

/ interoperable / harmonised services.

Agreed

29 3.3.5.5 Requirement 17 E

The requirement of a "new"metadata element for the 

documentation of capacity is to strong, especially as the 

implementation details in the TG are very vague and are not 

compliant with ISO.

Change to "The capacity of the Spatial Data Service shall be 

documented in the service metadata."
TG will be updated

29 3.2.1 p18, 5.a item of the enumeration T
It should be precised here that it is the "degree" metadata 

element of Conformance which is concerned.

replace 5.1 by "the respective metadata entry on degree of conformity 

(as defined in [INS MD R]) is set to conformant." Point taken

30 3.2.1 p 18 and 19 E
Numbering of bullets for the set of conditions is not the same 

on page 18 (1 to 6 with 5-a and 5-b) and in page 19 (1 to 7)
Use same numbering of bullets in both pages. Agreed

30 1.0 G

The regulatory scope of the planned IR seems uncertain. It is 

not clearly expressed whether the requirements of the planned 

implementing rules will also apply to INSPIRE Network 

Services (NS) services or not. The NS discovery, view, 

download and transformation are already regulated in separate 

IRs. Thus they are a subset of SDS, as described in Figure 2, 

it remains unclear if the regulations for NS as specified in the 

NS IRs will remain unchanged or will be changed (as can be 

concluded from Chapter 1.8).     

Clarify the context with the INSPIRE Network Services (NS)! Answer 

the question clearly if the new IR will have an impact on the already 

defined NS or describe only "other services"!

This draft IR will not have an 

impact on the existing NS IR. It 

may have an indirect effect on 

NS through an amendment to the 

metadata regulation.

30 3.2.1 p19, second item of the enumeration T why?
could you justify why the resource locator is optional for discovery 

service? (this is not in TG) Point taken

31 3.2.1 p18, first item of the enumeration T The MD IR does not use the word "discoverable"

you could say here : "the spatial data service is discoverable, i.e 

documented by metadata as defined in the MD IR (see also same 

comment in TG) Point taken

31 3.3.5.2 T

Specification of the metadata element may not differ from the 

specification of the corresponding metadata element for 

datasets!

Refer to the metadata element "Coordinate Reference System" 

defined in the IR for Interoperabilitity (1089/2010), Article 13.1!

correct reference should be 

changed.

31 3.2.2.1 b) T
this metadata element name is not exactly the same than in 

the MD IR
use the same metadata elements name than the MD IR. Point taken

32 3.2.1 p18, third item of the enumeration E
here you refer to "EC Regulation 1205/2008" and in the other 

bullet, you refer to MD IR. Both are the same document.

Please use an harmonised reference to describe Metadata 

Implementing Rules (see same comment in TG). Check in the whole 

doc Agreed

32 3.3.5.3 T

We disagree. It is not practicable to describe the 

QoS:Availability by metadata. Metadata are too inflexible for 

that purpose. It would be very expensive and time-consuming 

to extend the metadata and to maintain the information. Often 

metadata is administrated or hosted by another organisation 

but not the service provider. The QoS can be monitored more 

flexible by monitoring tools on the server or via the web. 

delete whole section!

partly contradicts comment 146 

(DE32),  and so far nothing does 

contradict in using a Monitoring 

Service to provide this kind of 

metadata, thus the Metadata 

entries should be possibly seen  

as average values which can be 

automatically derived from such 

monitoring systems 
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32 3.2.2.2 T

The list of metadata for evaluation looks arbitrary. Typically, it 

is not obvious why reference systems are included:

- they may be related more to the data set than to the data 

service

- other criteria, such as encoding, language, … might also be 

of interest for evaluation

Review the list of metadata elements for evaluation or state more 

obviously that ther are just examples.

Disagree. This section is about 

use cases demonstrating the use 

of  the additional information 

requested and do not contain 

requirements

33 3.2.1 p18, 4th item of the enumeration E
here you refer to "EC Regulation 1205/2008" and in the other 

bullet, you refer to MD IR. Both are the same document.

Please use an harmonised reference to describe Metadata 

Implementing Rules (see same comment in TG). Check in the whole 

doc. Agreed

33 3.3.5.4 T

We disagree. It is not practicable to describe the 

QoS:Performance by metadata. Metadata are too inflexible for 

that purpose. It would be very expensive and time-consuming 

to extend the metadata and to maintain the information. Often 

metadata is administrated or hosted by another organisation 

but not the service provider. The QoS can be monitored more 

flexible by monitoring tools on the server or via the web. 

delete whole section!

see comment 156.

33 3.2.2.3 last § T
metadata required by the MD IR have to be included in the 

catalogue record.

please be careful to not introduce misinterpretation of other INSPIRE 

regulation (MD IR)

Not agreed, This information is 

not included in MD IR, the only 

evaluation MD IR talks about, is 

evaluation of conformity

34 3.2.1 p18, 5.a item of the enumeration T
It should be precised here that it is the "degree" metadata 

element of Conformance which is concerned.

replace 5.1 by "the respective metadata entry on degree of conformity 

(as defined in [INS MD R]) is set to conformant." Point taken

34 3.3.5.5 T

We disagree. It is not practicable to describe the 

QoS:Capacity by metadata. Metadata are too inflexible for that 

purpose. It would be very expensive and time-consuming to 

extend the metadata and to maintain the information. Often 

metadata is administrated or hosted by another organisation 

but not the service provider. The QoS can be monitored more 

flexible by monitoring tools on the server or via the web. 

delete whole section!

see comment 156

34 3.2.3
IR requirement 3

T
What is the additional requirement compared to Metadata 

Regulation?

Please rephrase : « the resource locator of the service shall  be 

provided. »

Not agreed, MS IR says 0..* on 

resource locator, this requirement 

should be understood as 1…*

35 3.2.1 p19, second item of the enumeration T why?
could you justify why the resource locator is optional for discovery 

service? (this is not in TG) Point taken

35 1.2 2 G

You stated, that the requirements are only relate to new 

developed services and to two distinct types of harmonized 

services. This statement is not really clear. The first one is ok, 

but the term „harmonized services“ is wrong in this context. 

The services maybe harmonized, if they fullfil the demands of 

this IR.  

The requirements of this IR only apply to new developed services, 

relating to already harmonized data and to the INSPIRE gazetteer and 

registry services. (Maybe we should erase the sentence after and. - 

We don't know any specific INSPIRE gazetteer and registry service)

Yes, the reference to gazetteer 

and registry service is a misprint. 

That part of the paragraph should 

have been deleted

35 3.2.3 IR requirement 4 T
Does this requirement means than many Resource Locator 

may be provided?

see comment on this req in TG. Be careful to not introduce 

ambiguities with the multiplicity of Resource Locator. Description 

should be precised here (which metadata element does this cover?) Not agreed, see comment 40

36 3.2.2.1 b) T
this metadata element name is not exactly the same than in 

the MD IR
use the same metadata elements name than the MD IR. Point taken
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36 1.3 1 T

You state, that the way INSPIRE implemented its 

infrastructure is apparent. This is not true, cause many things 

are implemented in an inspire-specific way. Neither the 

coupling between service- and dataset-metadata nor the 

download services in form of ATOM feeds are really common 

standards. INSPIRE maybe the first prototype of a standard-

based infrastructure for the rest of the world ;-) . May us hope 

it works.

Please delete this sentence.

Not agreed

36 3.2.4 IR requirement 5 T
What is the additional requirement compared to discoverable 

services?
Delete this requirement, if redundant with IR about MD.

Multiplicity in MD IR is 1..*, so in 

fact this is obligatory and it is not 

clear why we have req 5. Should 

we merge req 5 and req 6? 

37 3.2.2.2 T

The list of metadata for evaluation looks arbitrary. Typically, it 

is not obvious why reference systems are included:

- they may be related more to the data set than to the data 

service

- other criteria, such as encoding … might also be of interest 

for evaluation

Review the list of metadata elements for evaluation or state more 

obviously that ther are just examples.

Point taken: only MD entries 

necessary for invocation such as 

activation point and availability 

would be requested. Additional 

MD elements would then be put 

at interoperable level

37 1.3 2 G

It is stated, that harmonized spatial data services will enable 

significantly richer applications. But creating applications are 

not part of the INSPIRE idea. The INSPIRE Directive do not 

explicitly demand the building of harmonized spatial data 

services. The reason for this IR is not clearly defined. You 

have to concretize why this IR should be made at this time.

Please give concrete reasons for the SDS IR. The list in Annex B is 

not enough! This IR is introduced in the 

INSPIRE directive itself. It is thus 

outside our scope to reject it.

37 3.2.4. IR Requirement 5 E
There is no 7.1 in Part A of the Annex. The 7.1 Specification is 

in Part B

The specification metadata element shall be as defined in 7.1 of Part 

B of the Annex of Commission Regulation (ec) No 1205/2008. Agreed

38 3.2.2.2 T

reference systems are metadata elements required by the 

interoperability IR for datasets. No INSPIRE rule requires them 

for services. By requiring these metadata elements here, you 

add supplemental requirements on service metadata than 

those required by MD IR. Following the same idea, Availability, 

Performance, and Capacity are not defined by the MD IR.

delete c). Provide reference of INSPIRE regulation where metadata 

elements Availability, Performance and Capacity are defined, or 

delete them from this list

Disagree. This section is about 

use cases demonstrating the use 

of  the additional information 

requested and do not contain 

requirements

38 2.0
Detailed information about „Invoke“, 

page 12
G

I don't think, that the description is right here. You write s.th. 

about invocable services. But the point 3.5 of 1205/2008 talk 

about Invoke Services. I think both article 11 (1) (e) and EC 

regulation 1205/2008 touch the same kind of services! The 

explanation given under „invoke“ is a bit similar to the „Link 

View Service operation“ for the network services. Maybe the 

invoke service is more like a client or a service which chains 

other services.

Please give some better explanation of the thinks you want to 

describe. It's not really clear.

38 3.2.4 T

To enable chaining of services, which looks an objective of the 

INSPIRE Directive, it seems necessary to know what is the 

input and the output of the service. However, it is not clearly 

stated  in this document.  

State more clearly that invocable spatial data services shall be 

documented by metadata indicating the input and output of the service 

and which metadata element shall be used.

We do say that technical spec 

should be available (req 6), but 

we do not say anything about 

input and output. 

39 3.2.2.3 last § T
metadata required by the MD IR have to be included in the 

catalogue record.

please be careful to not introduce misinterpretation of other INSPIRE 

regulation (MD IR)

Not agreed, This information is 

not included in MD IR, the only 

evaluation MD IR talks about, is 

evaluation of conformity

39 3.0 Page 16, points 2 and 3 G

Here are references to the so called „INSPIRE spatial data 

service implementing rule“ which is the paper itself. Maybe this 

self-reference can be omitted.

Delete „laid down in ...“ and only name the relevant chapter. Agree. 
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39 3.2 T

There is no bijection between conditions to be an invocable 

service (as defined in page 18) and the list of explicit 

requirements. Typically, condition 4 (exclusion of data services 

of type 100, i.e. including human interaction) seems to have 

been forgotten.

Make more consistent the list of explicit requirements with the list of 

conditions given in p 18.

Point taken

40 3.2.3
IR requirement 3

T

What is the additional requirement compared to Metadata 

Regulation? Likely, the difference is that the resource locator 

of the service shall  be available and so, provided.

Possibly rephrase IR 3: "The resource locator of the service shall  be 

available and so, provided."

agreed through the link to the 

activation point, otherwise no 

possibility to invoke the network 

service

40 3.0 IR Requirement 2 T

It is not right to demand that all metadata which is additionally 

defined in this IR should come via the catalogue service 

search and is therefor integrated in the ISO19139 records. In 

3.2.2 the use cases are well defined. s.o. Distinguish between 

metadata for binding and metadata for evaluation and in 

3.2.2.3 you say, that it is not crucial for the initial response to 

have the evaluation metadata in the catalogue record. That's 

right. Not all metadata have to be placed in the ISO19139 

records. Maybe it is good to have the evaluation metadata 

also integrated there, cause you than query for „free“ 

data/sevices, „high performance“ services and so on. It is also 

good to have a symbolization of quality in the resultlist. But: All 

further technical metadata is better managed at the real 

service level (e.g. OWS). Metadata records are not as up to 

date as the service itself !! ;-) Therefor don't mix technical 

metadata which is relevant for invoke services with metadata 

records which are exchanged thru catalogue services and 

maybe some week old (or years???).

Remove this Requirement, cause it is an error.

Keep the requirement and 

rephrase "metadata elements" to 

"metadata" to allow for external 

references and add  after 

provided ... "directly and 

indirectly"... In the response

40 3.3 IR requirement 7 E It does not look like a requirement  as  "shall" is not used. Possibly, rephrase  (e.g.  formulate requirement, as in TG). Duplicate #48

41 3.2.3 IR requirement 4 T
Does this requirement means than many Resource Locator 

may be provided?

see comment on this req in TG. Be careful to not introduce 

ambiguities with the multiplicity of Resource Locator. Description 

should be precised here (which metadata element does this cover?)

Multiple Resource locators are 

acceptable but it should be made 

clear what their function is

41 3.2.2.2 T

All the SDS which are affected by the current IR are related to 

harmonised spatial datasets (IR R 1). There are single 

reference systems (temporal and spatial) which have to be 

supported by default (for the datasets). Do you think, that 

every SDS concerns to some reference system? Maybe there 

are services which don't need any information about  

reference systems. Also performance and capacity may not be 

comparable between different SDS. This metadata should only 

be given – where reasonable.

Alter „are essential“ to „maybe essential“ Disagree. This section is about 

use cases demonstrating the use 

of  the additional information 

requested and do not contain 

requirements

41 3.3.1 T

There may be services:

- whose input and ouptput is harmonised data (i.e. data sets 

compliant with IR on IDSS)

- whose input only is harmonised data set

- whose output only is harmonised data sets

What about services that deals both with harmonised data 

sets and with other data sets (as input or output or both)?

Would be worth to define more accurately what means "operating 

upon harmonised data" and to make clear distinction with 

transformation services ?

Duplicate #46

42 3.2.4 IR requirement 5 T
What is the additional requirement compared to discoverable 

services?
Delete this requirement, if redundant with IR about MD. Point taken
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42 3.2.3 IR R 4 T

It is good to define, that there should only one description 

which give all relevant information about the access points of a 

single service. In case of ows this is the capabilities document 

which is directly delivered by the service itself! Please make 

this clear. Copying the technical access points into the 

metadata record (ISO19139) is not possible for all different 

kind of services and makes problems cause they are normally 

not up to date as – see comment 40!

Make clear, that here the GetServiceMetadata operation (as defined 

for the network services) is the right place to put the access points in 

and not the ISO19139 files.

Not agreed for now, but let us 

discuss this item

42 3.3.1 IR Requirement 8 E Does not look like a requirement
Rephrase by "Spatial data services operating upon harmonised data 

shall follow the requirements for interoperability arrangements" Duplicate #50

43 3.2.4 T

To enable chaining of services, which looks an objective of the 

INSPIRE Directive, it seems necessary to know what is the 

input and the output of the service. However, it is not clearly 

stated  in this document.  

State more clearly that invocable spatial data services shall be 

documented by metadata indicating the input and output of the service 

and which metadata element shall be used.

Disagree. The INSPIRE directive 

defines interoperability for 

services as "the possibility for 

services to interact, without 

repetitive manual intervention" 

very different from service 

chaining. Also the only instance 

of services "combination" in the 

INSPIRE Directive  is exclusively 

for the Network Service of type 

transformation

43 3.3.5.2 IR R 13 T

This is a big mistake, it can not provide descriptions of the crs 

of the dataset on which it operates! Maybe you can claim the 

description of crs which is supported by the service (as stated 

in IR R 14). The crs of the original dataset is part of its 

metadata and can be found by resolving the service-data-

metadata coupling (operatesOn).

Delete this Requirement

changed, see comment 234

43 3.3.3 Requirement 10 T
It is not clear how the requirement about temporal reference 

system applies to the spatial data service 
Delete this requirement or clarify it.

see comment 51

44 3.2 T

There is no bijection between conditions to be an invocable 

service (as defined in page 18) and the list of explicit 

requirements. Typically, condition 4 (exclusion of data services 

of type 100, i.e. including human interaction) seems to have 

been forgotten.

Make more consistent the list of explicit requirements with the list of 

conditions given in p 18.

Point taken

44 3.3.5.3 IR R 15 G

I thought, that the availability is at minimum 99% for all SDS 

which are compliant with the interoperability arrangements. 

Why give this metadata element?

Delete this Requirement agreed in principle see comment 

83

44 3.3.4 Recommendation 2 E
It is not a recommendation for MS, just a clarification of the 

requirements to be considered.
Rehrase this sentence; do not define it as a recommendation. point taken

45 3.3 IR requirement 7 E It does not look like a requirement  as  "shall" is not used. Possibly, rephrase  (e.g.  formulate requirement, as in TG).
yes, they shall apply to level 

invocable, not discoverable

45 3.3.5.4
3.3.5.4/3.3.5.5

IR R 16/17
G

This information is not comparable in every case. Therefor it 

should only be given if reasonable!

agreed in principle 

45 3.3.5.1 requirement 12 E

It does not look like a requirement:

- first sentence gives rationale

- "would be provided" is used instead of "shall be"

Rephrase requirement.
Agreed in principle

46 3.3.1 T

There may be services:

- whose input and ouptput is harmonised data (i.e. data sets 

compliant with IR on IDSS)

- whose input only is harmonised data set

- whose output only is harmonised data sets

What about services that deals both with harmonised data 

sets and with other data sets (as input or output or both)?

Would be worth to define more accurately what means "operating 

upon harmonised data" and to make clear distinction with 

transformation services.

"Operating on" includes forms 

(input/output/mixed scenarios). 

The distinction of transformation 

services is done through the 

corresponding IR and the TGs
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46 3.3.6 IR R 19 G
Why this other scheduling? On the other hand, such services 

don't exists til now – as I know.
Delete this Requirement

comment is not easily 

understandable, however 

requirements will be rephrased, 

see comment 92

46 3.3.5.2 req 14 and following paragraph T

the definition of this new metadata element is very vague. The 

choice of a free texte value domain to contain a list of CRS is 

questionable (maybe it would be better to have a repeatable 

metadata element). At least, why refering to a non published 

OGC spec whereas the reference standard for metadata is 

ISO 19115, which offer all possibilities to describe applicable 

CRS? (and is already used to describe datasets CRS)

please be more precise regarding the new metadata element. 

Consider using Iso 19115. The mention of the future OGC 

specification should not be in an INSPIRE Regulation doc. Why does 

this req not appear in TG???

see comment 55

47 3.3.1 IR Requirement 8 E Does not look like a requirement
Rephrase by "Spatial data services operating upon harmonised data 

shall follow the requirements for interoperability arrangements" Point taken

47 3.4 IR R 21 G
We have IR R 11 which states a availability of 99% (as for the 

NS). Why state it here again?
Delete the part „, and  availability“ from the Requirement.

Disagree, requirement already 

moved to the harmonisation 

section

47 3.3.5.3. IR Requirement 15 E

Availability is yet mandatory by IR Requirement 11.  It can 

change on a given period. We see no use for these metadata.  

Always adding Metadata could become costly and bring 

confusion.

Delete IR R 15

Disagree

48 3.3.3 Requirement 10 T
It is not clear how the requirement about temporal reference 

system applies to the spatial data service 
Delete this requirement or clarify it.

add explanation, may also be 

valid for 3.3.2

48 3.4.1 IR R 22 T

It don't make sense to restrict the output of such a service to 

ISO19118. Maybe some other formats are better suited for 

some use cases! (json/...) The development of internet 

standards is very fast – too fast for a legislation process ;-) . 

Define those things in guidance papers.

Delete the Requirement

Semantic Interoperability of 

harmonized SDS as defined in 

ISO 19119 required to regulate 

output. ISO 19118 is not 

specifying a specific format but 

defines encoding principles. 

Comment rejected

48 3.3.5.4. IR Requirement 16 E

Availability is yet mandatory by IR Requirement 11.  It can 

change on a given period. We see no use for these metadata.  

Always adding Metadata could become costly and bring 

confusion.

Delete IR R 16

Disagree

49 3.3.4 Recommendation 2 E
It is not a recommendation for MS, just a clarification of the 

requirements to be considered.
Rehrase this sentence; do not define it as a recommendation. point taken

49 3.4.1 IR R 23 G
Please don't refer to any technical document (guidance paper) 

in a law or IR.

Please delete the reference to the guidance doc and add „wehre 

useful“

partially disagree. The draft 

implementing rules from the 

drafting team is not a legal 

document and guidance could 

still be referred to as long as their 

guidance characteristic is 

indicated

49 3.3.5.5. IR Requirement 17 E

Availability is yet mandatory by IR Requirement 11.  It can 

change on a given period. We see no use for these metadata.  

Always adding Metadata could become costly and bring 

confusion.

Delete IR R 17

Disagree

50 3.3.5.1 requirement 12 E

It does not look like a requirement:

- first sentence gives rationale

- "would be provided" is used instead of "shall be"

Rephrase requirement.
Agreed in principle
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50 1.2 G

Please state clearly, if metadata has to be provided for 

currently existing SDS which don't work on harmonized 

datasets. If metadata has to be provided, what is the timeline.

Yes, such metadata must be 

provided according to the existing 

metadata regulation and the 

corresponding existing timeline

50 3.3.5.4 T

The performance of a service (how fast it is completed) will 

generally depend on the volume of the data set on which the 

service operates.

Add  some words about this topic, possibly with a recommendation.

as in download service 

performance could relate to the 

fist bit served or similar

51 3.3.5.2 Requirements 13 and 14 T
These requirements look quite demanding if the service offers 

a lot of CRS.

If the services offers a lot of CRS 

the list of supported should be 

provided to allow for an informed 

choice. 

51 3.3.6. Title E
An european regulation does not aim specifically the MS 

(Member States)
Replace by « Requirement on SDS » Point taken

52 3.3.5.2 req 14 and following paragraph T

the definition of this new metadata element is very vague. The 

choice of a free texte value domain to contain a list of CRS is 

questionable (maybe it would be better to have a repeatable 

metadata element). At least, why refering to a non published 

OGC spec whereas the reference standard for metadata is 

ISO 19115, which offer all possibilities to describe applicable 

CRS? (and is already used to describe datasets CRS)

please be more precise regarding the new metadata element. 

Consider using Iso 19115. The mention of the future OGC 

specification should not be in an INSPIRE Regulation doc. Why does 

this req not appear in TG???

agree to this comment and refer 

to IR 1089/2010 , more details in 

the TGs. Remove reference to 

upcoming OGC name type spec. 

Analyse registries for CRS and 

use of free text for defining CRS. 

Disagree with the resolution, the 

INSPIRE Specification on 

Coordinate Reference Systems - 

Guidelines already foresees a 

mechanism to do so

52 3.3.6 req 18 and 19 E

the sentance "This requirement could enter into force two 

years after the adoption of this implementing rule" should 

probably not be part of a requirement

delete it, or move it out of the requirement.
Point taken

53 3.3.5.3

3.3.5.3

3.3.5.4

3.3.5.5

Requirements 15 and 16

E

These requirements are very good, but they will not be 

applicable if the TG does not explain better how to do that. 

(see also comments in TG)

Delete IR 15 and 16 Point taken, the TG will be 

updated accordingly

53 3.4.1 requirement 23 T

Since harmonised and interoperable spatial data services shall 

provide harmonised data sets, IR22 is already fulfill for 

interoperable SDS.

delete IR 23
See comment 61

54 3.3.5.4 T

The performance of a service (how fast it is completed) will 

generally depend on the volume of the data set on which the 

service operates.

Add  some words about this topic, possibly with a recommendation.

agreed in principle,

54 3.4.1 requirement 23 T

"The encoding shall follow the concrete specifications for the

different themes in Annex I, II and III of the INSPIRE Directive 

given

in the corresponding technical guidelines" => Technical 

guidelines for annex I-II-III are available as non-paper : Is there 

any problem for a regulation to point to non-paper in order to 

have requirement about encoding (probably GML 3.2.1) ?

It may be better to avoid linking GML to regulation.

See comment 173

55 3.3.6 req 18 and 19 E

the sentance "This requirement could enter into force two 

years after the adoption of this implementing rule" should 

probably not be part of a requirement

delate it, or have it out of the requirement.

this a proposal from the NS DT to 

introduce some delayes before 

the requirements are effectived 

mandated. 
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55 3.4.2 requirements 24 and 25 T

It is unclear why these requirements, related to invocation, 

apply only in the context of services compliant with 

harmonisation arrangements and not to all invocable services.

Move these requirements to invocable services or explain why they 

are relevant only for services compliant with interoperability 

arrangements.

TO NS DT - not false - to discuss 

the subtle different between 

"allow for an automated 

invocation" (IR 6) and "enable 

automatic machine-to-machine 

communication"  (IR24)

56 3.4 requirement 21 T

"The values will depend upon the character of the type of 

service"

At beginning of chapter 3.4, it said that the decision will be up 

to the MS but this part of the requirement is missing in IR 21.

Add in IR 21 that the minimum QoS criteria will be define by MS.

Point taken

56 5.0 E

It is a great idea to have included the legal background 

mentioned in the core document. It really helps the reading of 

the draft IR. Thank you

57 3.4.1 requirement 22 E

The requirement references the IR on interoperability of 

23/11/2010. However, this regulation includes only the 

requirements for annex I theme.

Requirements for annexes II and III should also be considered

Rephrase in a way not to exclude annexes II and III data themes.

Disagree, the regulation will be 

amended to contain the 

requirements for annex II and III 

and the reference will therefore 

remain the same

57 6.0 E

To facilitate understanding of examples, would be nice to 

describe first the aim of the service (some context if needed, 

input and output) and then the technical details

Describe examples, using same order with first the aim / function of 

the service and then technical details of implementation. point taken

58 3.4.1 requirement 23 T

Since harmonised and interoperable spatial data services shall 

provide harmonised data sets, IR22 is already fulfill for 

interoperable SDS.

Delete IR23
Point taken

58 6.1 Norvegian Cadastral services E
Norvegian Cadastral services seem to be another service than 

the oil spill one. 
Put Norvegian Cadastral services under 6.2 Agreed

59 3.4.1 requirement 23 T

"The encoding shall follow the concrete specifications for the

different themes in Annex I, II and III of the INSPIRE Directive 

given

in the corresponding technical guidelines" => Technical 

guidelines for annex I-II-III are available as non-paper : Is there 

any problem for a regulation to point to non-paper in order to 

have requirement about encoding (probably GML 3.2.1) ?

It may be better to avoid linking GML to regulation.

Accepted

59 6.4 Viewshed analysis E
It looks like another service than the supervised image 

classification.
Declare it as 6.5 (or 6.6) Agreed

60 3.4.2 requirements 24 and 25 T

It is unclear why these requirements, related to invocation, 

apply only in the context of services compliant with 

harmonisation arrangements and not to all invocable services.

Move these requirements to invocable services or explain why they 

are relevant only for services compliant with interoperability 

arrangements.

Invocable servie is a property of a 

service that does not refer to any 

requirement other than the 

declaration of its invocability. It is 

only for the "interoperable" 

services that requirements are 

defined.

61 5.0 E

It is a great idea to have included the legal background 

mentioned in the core document. It really helps the reading of 

the draft IR. Thank you

62 6.0 E

To facilitate understanding of examples, would be nice to 

describe first the aim of the service (some context if needed, 

input and output) and then the technical details

Describe examples, using same order with first the aim / function of 

the service and then technical details of implementation. Point taken

63 6.1 Norvegian Cadastral services E
Norvegian Cadastral services seem to be another service than 

the oil spill one. 
Put Norvegian Cadastral services under 6.2 Agreed

64 6.4 Viewshed analysis E
It looks like another service than the supervised image 

classification.
Declare it as 6.5 (or 6.6) Agreed
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DNK-IR-0 3.3.5.3 T

Why is it necessary to document availability for an SDS 

compliant with interoperability arrangements? In 3.3.4 

availability is required to be 99% in order to be conformant. 

Then it should not be necessary also to document this for 

conformant SDS. This also in order to be aligned with NS.

Remove requirement in 3.3.5.3

agreed in principle but it has been 

moved to harmonized services

DNK-IR-06 General G

Generally it is clear that a huge amount of metadata has to be 

produced. That’s a reasonable fact. But we miss some more 

concrete examples in the documents on how it shall be done 

and how the metadata could look like.

Please add more concrete examples. The TG develops concrete 

guidance

DNK-IR-07 3.2.3 Req. 3 and 4 T

How are we concrete going to provide en access point to the 

same data set when there are several access points – e.g. 

WMS/WFS? We miss a concrete explanation/example.

Please give an explanation and example. Not agreed, many resource 

locators may be provided

DNK-IR-08 3.2.4 Req. 6 T

The requirement is followed by some examples of 

documentation for the invoking of the described service. We 

miss some concrete examples of what the documentation 

could be (wsld, schema etc.)

Plaese give some concrete examples of documentation.

Point taken

DNK-IR-09 3.3.6 Req. 18 and 19 T
What are the definitions of “Newly and existing spatial data 

services”?
Please clarify the difference between the two types.

They refer to services existing 

prior (or after) the netry into force 

of the IR

DNK-IR-1 3.3.5.4 T

We understand the need for metadata on performance 

although we propose to make it a recommendation rather than 

requirement. Firstly in order to align metadata with that of NS. 

Secondly in some cases it may be extremely difficult to assess 

performance in single measures for an SDS that exposes 

broad functionality.

Make requirement in 3.3.5.4 a recommendation

compare comments 156, 57

DNK-IR-2 3.3.5.5 T

We understand the need for metadata on capacity although 

we propose to make it a recommendation rather than 

requirement. Firstly in order to align metadata with that of NS. 

Secondly in some cases it may be extremely difficult to assess 

capacity in single measures for an SDS that exposes broad 

functionality.

Make requirement in 3.3.5.5 a recommendation

This information is not requested 

to be provided for the Network 

Services to ensure the minimal 

impact on the already provided 

metadata

DNK-IR-3 3.3 G

If an SDS is not compliant with interoperability arrangements, 

is it then only an invocable SDS (and, thus, would not have to 

fulfil requirements listed in 3.3, e.g., if an SDS is available 

98%). This is not completely clear and should be written more 

clearly.

Write explicitly what happens if an SDS is not compliant with 

interoperability arrangements (is it then an invocable SDS?).

The interoperability arrangements 

will be mandatory for invocable 

services satisfying the 

requirement to operate on 

harmonised spatail data services.

DNK-IR-4 3.2 G

If an SDS is not compliant with conditions of invocable SDS, is 

it then merely then a discoverable SDS (and, thus, would not 

have to fulfil requirements listed in 3.2). This is not completely 

clear and should be written more clearly.

Write explicitly what happens if an SDS is not compliant with 

interoperability arrangements (is it then an invocable SDS?).

The interoperability arrangements 

will be mandatory for invocable 

services satisfying the 

requirement to operate on 

harmonised spatail data services.

DNK-IR-5 3.2.1 T

The conditions listed in beginning of 3.2.1, specifying what 

makes an SDS invocable are rather vague (some more than 

others). E.g. what determines whether an SDS is well-

documented? E.g. would a proprietary Restful interface 

(following the restful paradigm) be an invocable SDS 

according to condition 5?

Make more formal conditions, and/or remove some of the vague 

ones. Not agreed, this is explain by 

requirement 6 (3.2.4) and the text 

following it
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FI 1 General G
Classification of spatial data services (based on ISO 19119) is 

not well suitable for the practical use. 

The classification should be revised (also in ISO 19119). It is too 

detailed and the main service categories should be selected based on 

practical requirements.

When defining Spatial Data Services something could be learned by 

comparing the concept to GeoServices REST API of OGC (especially 

Part 7: Geoprocessing service). This might help also when 

implementing SDS's.

Point noted, but outside the 

scope of this IR.

FI 10 3.0 Figure 2 G

The explanation of the colors in the Figure 2 is misleading, as 

it states that green boxes are SDSs and earlier it has been 

stated that Network Services are a subset of SDSs.

Agree but requires more thought. 

FI 11 3.4 G

When reading the description of the category ‘Harmonized 

SDSs’ one cannot avoid coming to the conclusion that 

Network Services, after the transition period, are Harmonized 

SDSs.

Point taken, figure 1 already 

takes it into account

FI 12 6.0 G

The examples in Annex C seem to mostly be based on service-

specific access interfaces. This kind of approach will not 

anyhow advance consistency of European-wide access to 

geospatial data and processing functionalities.

The most suitable examples should be evaluated. Perhaps the 

examples could be moved to TG. Disagree, examples help in 

understanding the IR as well

FI 2 General G

It is difficult to see, how the IR/TG could improve the European-

wide interoperability of Spatial Data Services without 

specifying concrete service types and binding those types to 

internationally accepted standard interfaces. INSPIRE should 

define, which spatial data services are required. Gazetteer 

service and registry services are important examples and they 

should be guided more detailed.

Separate technical guidelines should be written for those services, 

which are mandatory. For example geocoding (and inverse 

geocoding) are quite important service interfaces to addresses etc.
Following previous consultations 

there is no concrete SDS 

proposed (harmonized or not) in 

this IR.

FI 3 General G

The most important question is: when a spatial data service is 

a SDS in INSPIRE context? That question should be clearly  

answered.The criteria could be that the metadata describing a 

spatial data service should be available when 1) the service is 

maintained by an authority which maintains the spatial data in 

INSPIRE context and 2) the service is invokable and 3) the 

service is able to handle spatial data in INSPIRE context. 

When the metadata is available the spatial data service is 

discoverable.

This must be interpreted in the 

context of the definitions of the 

directive itself, and cannot be re-

interpreted in this IR

FI 4 1.2 G

According to the bolded text in the Executive Overview: ‘All 

invocable spatial data services may be invoked outside the 

services provided by the Member States in the context of 

INSPIRE…’. This is confusing. 

Perhaps the intention is to say: ‘…may be invoked outside the 

Network Services provided by…’? Agree, text is unclear - to be 

changed

FI 5 1.2 1.2,  1.6 G

According to the bolded text in the Executive Overview: 

‘Invoke service is a service that only provides the necessary 

metadata to allow automatic invocation of a spatial data 

service when that metadata exists and is accessible, and thus 

is discoverable’. According to this description Invoke Service 

seems to be very close to Discovery Service?

The term definitions should still be refined in these 2 documents. Now 

the definition of Spatial Data Services looks somehow different in IR 

and TG.
Agreed, text to be clarified. It is, 

however, a metadata service 

beyond the Metadata Regulation.

FI 6 General G

The term ‘Network Service’ becomes very confused, as it can 

be concluded from the document that all SDSs are supposed 

to be accessible over the Internet. Nevertheless, the 

document keeps terms ‘Network Services’ and ‘SDSs’ distinct, 

making the former a subgroup of the latter.

The INSPIRE definition for 'Network Service' could be revised. It is 

quite different than in a typical IT context (i.e. a network service is a 

service hosted on a computer network).

Point noted, but outside the 

scope of this IR. A future revision 

of the directive should carefully 

address these concepts and align 

better with normal understanding 

and use.
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FI 7 2.0 G

This confusing statement on page 12: ‘It is also important to 

stress the difference between a spatial data service of spatial 

data service type “Invoke Spatial Data Service” defined in 

annex B.3 of EC regulation 1205/2008 and a Network Service 

allowing spatial data services to be invoked defined in article 

11 (1)(e) of Directive 2007/2/EC.’ remains unclear without 

further detailed explanation. (By the way, this statement 

should seemingly refer to D.3 of 1205/2008). Agreed in Principle

FI 8 2.0 Figure 1 G

The updated INSPIRE Architecture is just confusing. It makes 

one think that Network Services are not interoperable, nor 

harmonized. However, the Network Services seem to be the 

most interoperable and harmonized of all the proposed SDSs, 

especially after the transition period.

If the definition of 'Network Service' is revised, also this Figure may 

change. See FI 6.
diagram is correct (consider 

eliminating registry and registers). 

FI 9 3.3.5.2 G

On page 26 various performance indicators are listed without 

taking a stance on which one should be adopted in the 

INSPIRE SDS context. As such it would be very difficult to 

correctly assess the performance of a given service.

agreed in principle

OSGB01 General G

the IR leaves technical choices - probably leading to several 

"islands" of interoperability, that don't interoperate with each 

other. The TG narrows this down a bit, but will still leave e.g. 

SOAP & OGC REST "islands".

Either tie down to a single technical approach, or explicitly state that 

groups of services using the different approaches will need further 

work in order to interoperate This is a matter for the TG.

OSGB02 3.0 Page 16, Numbered bullet 2 E
The text of this paragraph does not read clearly, and therefore 

it is difficult to make sense of it.
Re-write paragrah to improve readability. Point taken

OSGB03

Comments_resolution_of

_the_first_draft_impleme

nting_rules_for_INSPIRE

_Spatial_Data_Services

_and_Invoke_Service - 

comments UK5 and UK9

G

Following on from these responses, can you clarify your 

current position with regard to registries. Is this an areas that 

you see EU providing direction, or even an implementation? 

Or is it something that you consider not to be within your 

scope, and something that will be left to member states to deal 

with if and how they choose?

Provide clarification (not necessarily in this document) on the EU 

position with regard to registries.

Registries are now outside the 

scope of the IR

OSGB04 3.3.2 3.3.2 - IR Requirement 9 G

This IR is only applicable for "a spatial data service creating or 

updating a spatial data set". Should this rule also apply to SDS 

which are not creating or updating a spatial data set (i.e. have 

read-only access to the data)?

Clarify whether this IR applies to read-only data access.

Point taken but  in the definition of 

spatial data service in article  3 

(4) the INSPIRE Directive does 

not detail the type of operations 

performed. For example see 

some read only services in "500 

Geographic processing services" 

category in the metadata 

regulation.

OSGB05 3.3.2 3.3.2 - IR Requirement 8 G
The acronym "IDSS" is used in his IR, but is not explained or 

defined anywhere.
Provide a glossary reference for IDSS. Agreed in principle (MM) 

OSGB06 3.3.2 3.3.2 - IR Requirement 8 G

It is not clear what the difference is between "harmonisation" 

when used in the context of this IR (i.e. talking about a 

harmonised data set) and "harmonisation" when used in the 

context of SDS (i.e. section 3.4). My understanding, from this 

document and the Technical Guidance, is that an 

Interoperable SDS supports INSPIRE CRS, temporal 

reference systems, and publishes QoS information. And that a 

Harmonised SDS is one where the data within it conforms to 

INSPIRE data specifications.

Confirm whether the stated assumption is correct. Clarify what 

harmonisation means in the context of this implementing rule. And 

what harmonisation means in the context of spatial data services (i.e. 

section 3.4).

Harmonisation, where 

practicable, is proposed to be 

threefold:

- QoS: minimum availability 

threshold

- mandatory operation providing 

in particular the description of the 

service

- mandatory documentation of the 

interfaces.
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by NS DT 

OSGB07 3.3.5.1 G

the IR explicitly ducks the issue of machine readable licensing: 

3.3.5.1 effectively says that it knows standardisation is needed 

here, but it is out of scope of this document. I suspect that 

means the IR is only anywhere near complete for services that 

have no licensing requirements / restrictions.

Either specify a framework for machine readable licensing, or 

explicitly state that the scope of this version of the IR is only for 

services that have no licensing requirements

Disagree: This is only refers to 

licensing aspects but not all other 

aspects dealt with in the IR 

OSGB08 3.3.5.2 3.3.5.2 G

The document states that the OGC Name Type Specification 

for Coordinate Reference Systems is scheduled for release in 

July 2012. Given that was a month before the release of this 

document, can you clarify the position with regard to this 

release?

Clarify schedule for release of OGC Name Type Specification for 

Coordinate Reference Systems.

agreed in principle

OSGB09 3.3.5.4 3.3.5.4 / 3.3.5.5 G

Tthere is no mandating of what performance and capacity 

criteria should be measured and published, and the Technical 

Guidance specifies all of these as free text fields. Doesn't that 

mean that the interoperability and machine-readability of this 

information is comprised, and of limited value in the context of 

automatic discovery, evaluation and invocation of these 

services.

Clarify how this information can be used in an automated discovery, 

evaluation and invocation of services.

agreed

OSGB10 3.0 E
Page 16: the second paragraph (after IR Requirement 1) 

repeats the last sentence of the first paragraph
Delete the second paragraph of page 16 Agreed

UK1 1.5 1.5 E

As registries and gazetteers are no longer included in the IR 

(based on the comments & responses from previous review) 

then ISO 19135 & ISO 19112 should be removed from the set 

of Normative references, as they are no longer referenced in 

the document.

Remove ISO 19112 and ISO 19135 from references.

Agreed

UK10 3.3.5.2 3.3.5.2 G

The document states that the OGC Name Type Specification 

for Coordinate Reference Systems is scheduled for release in 

July 2012. Given that was a month before the release of this 

document, can you clarify the position with regard to this 

release?

Clarify schedule for release of OGC Name Type Specification for 

Coordinate Reference Systems.

same as comment 100

UK11 3.3.5.4 3.3.5.4 / 3.3.5.5 G

Tthere is no mandating of what performance and capacity 

criteria should be measured and published, and the Technical 

Guidance specifies all of these as free text fields. Doesn't that 

mean that the interoperability and machine-readability of this 

information is comprised, and of limited value in the context of 

automatic discovery, evaluation and invocation of these 

services.

Clarify how this information can be used in an automated discovery, 

evaluation and invocation of services.

same as comment 101

UK12 General G

The IR leaves technical choices - probably leading to several 

"islands" of interoperability, that don't interoperate with each 

other. The TG narrows this down a bit, but will still leave e.g. 

SOAP & OGC REST "islands".

Either tie down to a single technical approach, or explicitly state that 

groups of services using the different approaches will need further 

work in order to interoperate

The scope of IR is not to define 

explicit technological choices - 

this is the scope of TG

UK13

Comments_resolution_of

_the_first_draft_impleme

nting_rules_for_INSPIRE

_Spatial_Data_Services

_and_Invoke_Service - 

comments UK5 and UK9

G

Following on from these responses, can you clarify your 

current position with regard to registries. Is this an areas that 

you see EU providing direction, or even an implementation? 

Or is it something that you consider not to be within your 

scope, and something that will be left to member states to deal 

with if and how they choose?

Provide clarification (not necessarily in this document) on the EU 

position with regard to registries.

Registries are now outside the 

scope of the IR

UK2 1.7 1.7 E
SOAP is no longer referenced in the document, so should be 

removed from the list of Symbols and Abbreviations.
Remove SOAP from the list of Symbols and Abbreviations. Agreed

UK3 3.0 Page 16, Numbered bullet 2 E
The text of this paragraph does not read clearly, and therefore 

it is difficult to make sense of it.
Re-write paragrah to improve readability. Agreed

UK4 3.0 Page 16 E
Page 16: the second paragraph (after IR Requirement 1) 

repeats the last sentence of the first paragraph
Delete the second paragraph of page 16 Agreed
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UK5 3.3.2 3.3.2 - IR Requirement 8 G
The acronym "IDSS" is used in his IR, but is not explained or 

defined anywhere.
Provide a glossary reference for IDSS. Agreed in principle

UK6 3.3.2 3.3.2 - IR Requirement 8 G

It is not clear what the difference is between "harmonisation" 

when used in the context of this IR (i.e. talking about a 

harmonised data set) and "harmonisation" when used in the 

context of SDS (i.e. section 3.4). My understanding, from this 

document and the Technical Guidance, is that an 

Interoperable SDS supports INSPIRE CRS, temporal 

reference systems, and publishes QoS information. And that a 

Harmonised SDS is one where the data within it conforms to 

INSPIRE data specifications.

Confirm whether the stated assumption is correct. Clarify what 

harmonisation means in the context of this implementing rule. And 

what harmonisation means in the context of spatial data services (i.e. 

section 3.4).

Harmonisation, where 

practicable, is proposed to be 

threefold:

- QoS: minimum availability 

threshold

- mandatory operation providing 

in particular the description of the 

service

- mandatory documentation of the 

interfaces.

UK7 3.3.2 3.3.2 - IR Requirement 9 G

This IR is only applicable for "a spatial data service creating or 

updating a spatial data set". Should this rule also apply to SDS 

which are not creating or updating a spatial data set (i.e. have 

read-only access to the data)?

Clarify whether this IR applies to read-only data access.

Point taken but  in the definition of 

spatial data service in article  3 

(4) the INSPIRE Directive does 

not detail the type of operations 

performed. For example see 

some read only services in "500 

Geographic processing services" 

category in the metadata 

regulation.

UK8 3.3.4 3.3.4 T

IR Requirement 11 states that availability needs to exceed 

99%. This equates to downtime not exceeding 7 hours in a 

calendar month. This requires service providers to implement 

24x7 operations to resolve service delivery problems (e.g. if a 

service failed at 8PM, 12+ hours will elapse before the next 

business day. Thus if a service is down overnight, the service 

provider will breach the IR. If one considers failure of a service 

early Friday night then without out of hours operation over the 

weekend, a service could conceivably be out for 65 hours 

(about 8% of a month!). Personally, I would advocate this 

reduced to 98% or lower (> 15 hours per calendar month). A 

90% availability requirement (allowing lapse of service over a 

weekend) may be too week, but 98% mitigates the need for 

service providers to have technical support available 

overnight.  Also, availability is normally specified in terms of 

two criteria: (a) length of time for an individual outage, and (b) 

total outage duration within a given period. Recommend that 

the DT clarifies which criteria the availability requirement 

applies to. Perhaps 95% availability in a given month + no 

individual outage exceeding 15 hrs (or preferably 20 hrs) 

would be appropriate in order to ensure that the costs of 

compliance with INSPIRE are practical amongst the MS.

Clarify availability requirements, and which criteria the availability 

requirement applies to. 

requirement 11 moved to the 

harmonized section and made 

more strict (at least 99%)

UK9 3.3.5.1 3.3.5.1 G

The IR explicitly ducks the issue of machine readable 

licensing: 3.3.5.1 effectively says that it knows standardisation 

is needed here, but it is out of scope of this document. I 

suspect that means the IR is only anywhere near complete for 

services that have no licensing requirements / restrictions.

Either specify a framework for machine readable licensing, or 

explicitly state that the scope of this version of the IR is only for 

services that have no licensing requirements.


